COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this course, you review basic data warehouse concepts and learn how OnCommand Insight and the data warehouse help answer business-related questions. You learn about Insight components and what they contribute to data-warehouse reporting. You explore the methodology for determining reporting requirements and review the tools that you can use to generate reports. You also watch a demonstration about basic report generation using Business Insight Advanced.

DELIVERY TYPE
Web-based training (WBT)

DURATION
Two hours

AUDIENCE
This course is intended for NetApp Professional Services, Partner Sales Engineers, Partner Professional Services, and Customers.

TRAINING UNITS
None

PREREQUISITES
Getting Started Series:
- Installing OnCommand Insight
- Configuring OnCommand Insight

OBJECTIVES
By the end of this course, you should be able to:
- Define the data warehouse and its key underlying concepts
- Define annotations, applications, and business entities and how OnCommand Insight uses them when generating data warehouse reports
- Describe how the data warehouse gathers business intelligence data to answer specific business-related questions
- Define data warehouse data marts and data models, as well as the types of business intelligence that they provide
- Describe the methodology that you use to define reporting requirements before extracting data from the data warehouse
- Describe OnCommand Insight reporting tools and demonstrate how to use each tool

PRICING AND CANCELLATION POLICY
For pricing and cancellation information, see the NetApp University LearningCenter.

NOTE: If you are registering for this course with an Authorized Learning Partner, review the partner's pricing and cancellation policy.